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Matrix-product approach to conjugated polymers
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The matrix product method~MPM! has been used in the past to generate variational Ansa¨tze of the ground
state~GS! of spin chains and ladders. In this paper we apply the MPM to study the GS of conjugated polymers
in the valence bond basis, exploiting the charge and spin conservation as well as the electron-hole and
spin-parity symmetries. We employ theU-V-d Hamiltonian, which is a simplified version of the Pariser-Parr-
Pople Hamiltonian. For several coupling constantsU andV and dimerizationsd, we compute the GS energy
per monomer, which agrees within a 2–4 % accuracy with the density-matrix renormalization group results.
We also show the evolution of the MP-variational parameters in the weak and strong dimerization regimes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of conjugated polymers has been a subjec
great interest for over two decades. There are both theore
and technological reasons for this interest.1 On the theoreti-
cal side, there exists a controversy within the scientific co
munity over how to explain, understand, and describe
photophysics and/or photochemistry of this class of mat
als. This controversy is of such a fundamental nature that
solution of the problem might be in a unification of the sem
conductor and metal physics with the molecular quant
chemistry. On the technological side, piconjugated polym
behave as semiconductors, and this has prompted sever
search groups to investigate the physics of these materia
an effort to determine their potential for improving the pe
formance and efficiency and reducing the cost of lig
emitting diodes~LED’s!. More recently, they are also con
sidered to make an entrance in the field of photovolta
where they could be used as solar cells.

Saturated polymers are long chains of molecules, ge
ally made of carbon with hydrogen on the sides, all attac
to one another by single bonds. This constitutes the ba
bone of the macromolecule. The most relevant feature
these structures is the fact that the bonds are all single b
or, in other words, that all the bindings are ofs type. Satu-
rated polymers are then all very insulating; they are not e
tronically interesting but are known for their flexibility a
though they are also quite mechanically strong materi
The most familiar of these compounds is the polyethylen

On the contrary, conjugated polymers show very intere
ing electronic properties together with remarkable mecha
cal properties; for instance, they can emit light and cond
electricity.1 In these compounds, two of the three 2p orbitals
on each carbon atom hybridize with the 2s orbital to form
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~3!/1841~6!/$15.00
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threesp2 molecular orbitals. These orbitals are responsi
for the backbone of the molecular chain; these are the
called s orbitals. The third carbon orbital ispz and points
perpendicular to the chain. There exist a strong overlapp
between nearest-neighborpz orbitals so that the correspond
ing electrons are fully delocalized on the whole molecu
these are thep electrons responsible for all the interestin
electronic properties of low energy. For instance, becaus
these electrons, the linear chain, the polyacetylene, whic
considered in this work, is dimerized: its backbone shows
alternation between double and single bonds. Quite ge
ally, despite a huge amount of works, the electronic prop
ties of these compounds stay rather controversial.1

The delocalization character of the electrons in thep mo-
lecular orbitals of the conjugate polymer chains led to
introduction of model Hamiltonians to study and pred
their electronic properties. The initially simplest possib
model is a tight-binding approximation or Hu¨ckel model2 to
describe the motion ofp electrons in a free way. This is
very crude approximation that has been improved in sev
fashions. One of them is the inclusion of electron-phon
interactions.3,4 However, this is not enough as the electron
properties of p-conjugated polymers derive from a tru
many-body problem where electron-electron interactions
equally important as the electron-phonon interactions. Th
the PPP ~Pariser-Parr-Pople! Hamiltonian5,6,1 is used to
model these electron-electron effects in a first approxima
without taking into account phonon effects, to make simp
a first analysis of the electronic properties. In the PPP Ham
tonian, the alternating single-double bonds of the backb
polymer structure is realized by means of a dimerizat
term in the hopping kinetic energy. The most general form
the PPP Hamiltonian reads
1841 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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HPPP5HK1HI , ~1!

HK52 (
^ i , j &,s

t@12d~21! i #~ci ,s
† cj ,s1H.c.!, ~2!

HI5U(
i

S ci ,↑
† ci ,↑2

nel

2 D S ci ,↓
† ci ,↓2

nel

2 D1(
i , j

V~r i , j !

3S (
s

ci ,s
† ci ,s2nelD S (

t
cj ,t

† cj ,t2nelD , ~3!

whereHK is the dimerized tight-binding kinetic part andHI
represents the Coulomb interactions among the electr
Here the operatorsci ,s , ci ,s

† are standard creation and ann
hilation operators forp electrons at carbon sitei with spin
s. The parametert is the hopping overlapping integral be
tween the nearest-neighbor carbon atoms,d measures the
dimerization of the chain,nel is the average number of elec
trons per site,U is the on-site Coulomb repulsion betwee
the electronsr i , j is the distance between sitesi and j along
the chain, andV(r i , j ) is the long-range contribution of th
Coulomb repulsion.

The PPP Hamiltonian has been the subject of exten
studies using a great variety of techniques such as Har
Fock, configuration interaction calculations, small cluster
act diagonalization, quantum Monte Carlo, etc.1 Only re-
cently it has become possible to apply another n
numerical technique, the density-matrix renormalizat
group ~DMRG!,7 which allows us to obtain highly accurat
results for small, intermediate, and large polymer chains.8–12

These DMRG studies have helped to clarify the correct
dering of excited states in the low-energy part of the sp
trum, which are relevant for the nonlinear spectroscopic
periments.

In this paper we will concentrate on the study of the P
Hamiltonian and leave the effect of interaction with phono
for future studies. The PPP Hamiltonian has been stud
using an excitonic method based on a local description of
polymer in terms of monomers.13 The relevant electronic
configurations are built on a small number of pertinent lo
excitations. This has provided a simple and microsco
physical approximate picture of the model. Recently,
have extended these local configuration studies using the
current variational approach~RVA! method14 in order to
study larger polymer chains in a systematic way while reta
ing the previous intuitive physical picture. The RVA~Ref.
15! is a nonperturbative variational method in which o
retains a single state as the best candidate for the gro
state of the system. This reduction of degrees of freedom
initially done in order to keep the method manageable a
lytically. The aim of this analytical approach is to try t
understand the relevant physical degrees of freedom so
we can figure out what the underlying physics is in a stron
correlated system. This initial analytical goal has also b
developed in order to later acquire more numerical precis
To do this, the method becomes more numerical and so
how stands in between an analytical formulation of t
DMRG and a numerical one. This effort of understanding
relevant electronic configurations in conjugated polym
has also been carried out in exact small cluster calculat
s.
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using the excitonic valence bond basis16 for polymer chains
of length up to ten sites, arranged into diatomic ethyle
molecules.

A first comparison of RVA results with DMRG gave u
promising perspectives to improve these variatio
calculations14 by incorporating more local configurations an
variational parameters. In this paper we undertake
project by using a matrix product ansatz for the ground-s
~GS! wave functions.17 This ansatz is a variational approac
based on first-order recursion relations~RR’s! instead of
second-order RR’s as in the RVA.18 With these RR’s we
construct the GS of the polymer chain in different symme
sectors based on the 16 local configurations of the diato
ethylene molecule within the PPP approximation. Thus
chain is built up by adding one ethylene at each step of
variational process.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introdu
a matrix product ansatz especially adapted for the P
Hamiltonian. In Sec. III we set up the recurrent relations
compute the GS energies in several sectors according to
scribed symmetries. In Sec. IV we present variational a
DMRG results and make a comparison obtaining a very g
agreement between them. Section V is devoted to prosp
and conclusions.

II. THE MATRIX PRODUCT ANSATZ

The main idea of the MP method is to generate the gro
state of a quasi-one-dimensional system in terms of a se
states ua&N generated by the following recursio
formula,17,18

ua&N5(
m,b

Aa,b@m#um&N ub&N21 , ~4!

whereN denotes the number of lattice sites andum&N is a set
of states located at the siteN. For conjugated polymers eac
lattice site in Eq.~4! refers to a monomer unit, and henc
um&N describes the 16 possible states associated to a s
monomer. In Table I we show the basis of local monom
statesum&N used in our construction. We have adopted
valence bond basis that is more convenient for our purpo
although it can be easily related to the exciton-valence b
basis of Refs. 14 and 16.

The statesua&N have to be regarded as block states ma
of intricate combinations ofN monomeric states whos
structure depends on the MP amplitudesAa,b@m#, which in
fact are the variational parameters of the method. The la
parameters can be made to depend on the stepN of the RR,
but in the thermodynamic limit one can expect them to rea
a fixed point value. Below, we shall assume the thermo
namic limit, i.e., independence ofAa,b@m# on N, although
computations can be done for any finite value ofN. The
choice of the block statesua&N is mainly dictated by physica
considerations, and they are characterized by a set of q
tum numbers as spin, charge, etc. In the case of conjug
polymers, we shall keep six block states that are to
thought of as the GS’s in the following sectors of the Hilbe
space:~i! singlet state at half-filling with symmetry1Ag

1 , ~ii !
singlet state at half-filling with symmetry1Bu

2 , ~iii ! a spin-
1/2 doublet corresponding to making a hole to the half-fill
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GS, and~iv! a spin-1/2 doublet corresponding to the additi
of one electron to the half-filled GS. The last two cases~iii !
and ~iv! describe localized charge-transfer excitations
tween monomers, which play an important role in the GS
the polymer. In Table II we give the six blocks used in t
MP ansatz.

Altogether we have a total of 6316365576 possible
MP amplitudes, but further constraints greatly reduce t
number. First of all and without loss of generality, one c
impose that the block statesua&N are orthonormal. This is
guaranteed, for any value ofN, by the following normaliza-
tion conditions on theA’s,

(
m,b

Aa,b@m#Aa8,b@m#5da,a8 . ~5!

TABLE I. States forming the monomer basis of the MP ansa
The states given in the first column have to be normalized.d2d

represents a singlet valence bond state,3 represents a double oc
cupied site,s symbolizes an empty site, and↑,↓ symbolizes singly
occupied sites with spin up and down.h denotes the excess o
defect of holes as compared to the half-filling situation. 2Sz is twice
the third component of the spin.mJ andmP are the states obtaine

upon applying the operatorsĴ and P̂ on the monomer statem de-
fined in Eqs.~7!. hm

J andhm
P are the corresponding signs appeari

in Eqs.~8!.

State m h 2Sz mJ hm
J mP hm

P

d2d 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
3s1s3 2 0 0 2 1 2 1
3s2s3 3 0 0 3 21 3 1
↑↑ 4 0 2 4 1 6 21
↑↓1↓↑ 5 0 0 5 1 5 21
↓↓ 6 0 22 6 1 4 21
ss 7 2 0 8 21 7 21
33 8 22 0 7 21 8 21
s↑1↑s 9 1 1 15 21 10 21
s↓1↓s 10 1 21 16 21 9 21
s↑2↑s 11 1 1 13 21 12 21
s↓2↓s 12 1 21 14 21 11 21
3↑1↑3 13 21 1 11 1 14 1
3↓1↓3 14 21 21 12 1 13 1
3↑2↑3 15 21 1 9 1 16 1
3↓2↓3 16 21 21 10 1 15 1

TABLE II. The notations are as in Table I. The states appear
in the first column are for illustration purposes. They simply sh
the type of symmetry of the block state as compared with the mo
mer states defined in Table I.

State a h 2Sz aJ ha
J aP ha

P

d2d 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
3s2s3 2 0 0 2 21 2 1
s↑1↑s 3 1 1 5 21 4 21
s↓1↓s 4 1 21 6 21 3 21
3↑2↑3 5 21 1 3 1 6 1
3↓2↓3 6 21 21 4 1 5 1
-
f

is

Moreover, the RR@Eq. ~4!# should preserve the charg
and spin of the states, reflected in the equations,

ha5hm1hb , ~6!

Sa
z 5Sm

z 1Sb
z ,

whereha ,hm ,hb denote the number of holes andSa
z ,Sm

z ,Sb
z

denote the third component of the spin of the correspond
states.

Finally, we can impose the conservation of the electro
hole and spin-parity symmetries generated by the operatoĴ

and P̂, whose action on ani th monomer is given by8

Ĵi us&52u3&, P̂i us&52us&,

Ĵi u3&5us&, P̂i u3&5u3&, ~7!

Ĵi u↑&5~21! i 11u↑&, P̂i u↑&52u↓&,

Ĵi u↓&5~21! i 11u↓&, P̂i u↓&52u↑&.

The action of Ĵ and P̂ for a polymer with N units is
simply the tensor product of their actions on each monom
In the Eqs.~7! we use the convention according to which
state with symmetry1Ag

1 hasĴ5 P̂51, a state with symme-

try 1Bu
2 hasĴ52 P̂521 while a state with symmetry3Bu

1

hasĴ52 P̂51 ~this differs in an overall sign to that used i
Ref. 8!. The labelsA andB refer to the reflection symmetry
of the polymer, which shall not be imposed explicitly.

Both the monomer statesum& and the block statesua&
transform as follows under charge transfer and spin pari

Ĵua&5ha
J uaJ&, Ĵum&5hm

J umJ&, ~8!

P̂ua&5ha
PuaP&, P̂um&5hm

PumP&,

wherehm
J and hm

P can be derived from Eqs.~7!, while ha
J

andha
P are the appropriated ones corresponding to the t

of block chosen. In Eq.~8! aJ and mJ denote the states
obtained after the application ofĴ on the statesa and m,
respectively. All these quantities are given in Tables I and
The MP equation~4! preserves the electron-hole and sp
parity symmetries provided the MP amplitudesAa,b@m# sat-
isfy the following constraints,

AaJ ,bJ
@mJ#5ha

J hm
J hb

J Aa,b@m#, ~9!

AaP ,bP
@mP#5ha

Phm
Phb

PAa,b@m#.

Imposing the spin and charge conservation~6! and the
electron-hole and spin-parity symmetries~9!, we are left with
a total of 62 nonvanishing MP amplitudesAa,b@m# out of
576 possible ones. Moreover, only 20 of these 62 parame
are independent. In Table III we give a choice for the
parameters in terms of the MP amplitudes, which we sh
call hereafterxi ( i 51, . . . ,20). Finally, the normalization
conditions~5! yield three more conditions on the setxi given
by

.
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x1
21x2

21x3
214x4

214x5
251,

x6
21x7

21x8
214x9

214x10
2 51, ~10!

(
i 511

20

xi
251.

Hence, altogether we are left with 17 independent va
tional parametersyj ( j 51, . . . ,17) which will be deter-
mined by minimization of the GS energy. Before we do th
it is convenient to parametrize thexi parameters in terms o
the yj ones~see below!. For physical reasons we expect th
the most important MP amplitudes will be given byx1
5A1,1@1#, x85A2,1@3#, and x175A3,1@9#. Indeed, x1 ,x8,
andx17 correspond to the addition of a singlet, a local1Bu

2

state, and a bonding spin-1/2 state to the GS blocku1&, yield-
ing a block state with the same type of symmetry as
monomeric state added. From this observation the param
zation we are looking for is given by

x15s1 , x25y1s1 , x35y2s1 , x45y3s1 , x55y4s1 ,

x65y5s2 , x75y6s2 , x85s2 , x95y7s2 ,x105y8s2 ,
~11!

x115y9s3 , x125y10s3 , x135y11s3 , x145y12s3 ,

x155y13s3 , x165y14s3 , x175s3 ,

x185y15s3 , x195y16s3 , x205y17s3 ,

s151/A11y1
21y2

214y3
214y4

2,

s251/A11y5
21y6

214y7
214y8

2,

s351YA(
j 59

17

yj
2.

The normalization conditions~10! are automatically satis
fied by the parametrization~11!, which on the other hand is
quite convenient for numerical purposes.18

TABLE III. List of the variational parametersxi in terms of the
MP amplitudesAa,b@m#. The total of nonvanishing amplitude
Aa,b@m# is 62. The remaining 42 amplitudes can be computed
ing Eqs.~9!.

xi a m b xi a m b

x1 1 1 1 x11 3 1 3
x2 1 2 1 x12 3 2 3
x3 1 3 2 x13 3 3 3
x4 1 9 6 x14 3 4 4
x5 1 11 6 x15 3 5 3
x6 2 1 2 x16 3 7 5
x7 2 2 2 x17 3 9 1
x8 2 3 1 x18 3 9 2
x9 2 9 6 x19 3 11 1
x10 2 11 6 x20 3 11 2
-

,

t

e
tri-

If we chooseyj50 (; j ), then the stateu1&N generated by
Eq. ~4! consists in the coherent superposition of singl
bonds on each monomer. On the other hand, the RR’s@Eq.
~4!# also contain the Simpson state,19 which is the coherent
superposition,

uSimpson&N5 )
n51

N

~x1u1&n1x2u2&n). ~12!

With this state, the dimerized chain is viewed as a sim
one-dimensional crystal of ethylene, where, moreover,
electron correlations are ignored; this state was the refere
state in Ref. 14. It corresponds toy15x2 /x1Þ0 andyj50
~for j .2).

III. GROUND-STATE ENERGY

In this section we shall briefly present the method
finding the GS energy of the MP ansatz whose minimizat
determines the MP parameters~see Ref. 18 for more detail
on the method!. Conjugated polymers are customarily d
scribed by the Pariser-Parr-Pople Hamiltonian; however
our study we shall use a simplified version of it given by t
U-V Hamiltonian defined as

H52t(
i ,s

@11~21! id#~ci ,s
† ci 11,s1H.c.!1U(

i
ni ,↑ni ,↓

1V(
i

~ni21!~ni 1121!, ~13!

where ci ,s
† and ci ,s are fermionic creation and destructio

operators at sitei and spin s, ni ,s5ci ,s
† ci ,s and ni5ni ,↑

1ni ,↓ . We shall work in units where the hopping amplitud
t is set equal to one. The important parameters are there
the dimerizationd, the on-site Hubbard couplingU, and the
nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactionV. Since we are work-
ing in the monomer basis, it is convenient to write t
Hamiltonian~13! as

HN5(
j 51

N

hj
(1)1 (

j 51

N21

hj , j 11
(2) , ~14!

hj
(1)52t(

s
@11d#~c2 j 21,s

† c2 j ,s1H.c.!1U~n2 j 21,↑n2 j 21,↓

1n2 j ,↑n2 j ,↓!1V~n2 j 2121!~n2 j21!,

hj , j 21
(2) 52t(

s
@12d#~c2 j ,s

† c2 j 11,s1H.c.!

1V~n2 j21!~n2 j 1121!,

where hj
(1) is the intramonomer Hamiltonian of thej th

monomer andhj , j 11
(2) is the intermonomer Hamiltonian cou

pling the monomersj and j 11. N denotes the total numbe
of monomers.

The block statesua&N belong to different Hilbert spaces o
the Hamiltonian ~14!, therefore the vacuum expectatio
value ofHN will be diagonal with entries

Ea
N5N^auHNua&N . ~15!

-
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The RR @Eq. ~4!# yields a RR for these energies give
by18

Ea
(N11)5(

b
Ta,bEb

(N)1ha
(1)̂1ha

(2)̂, ~16!

where

Ta,b5(
m

~Aa,b@m# !2, ~17!

ha
(1)̂5 (

m,m8,b

Aa,b@m#Aa,b@m8#e1~m,m8!,

ha
(2)̂5 (

m8s,b,b8,g

Aa,b@m1#Aa,b8@m18#

3Ab,g@m2#Ab8,g@m28#e2~m1 ,m2 ;m18 ,m28!,

e1~m,m8!5^muh(1)um8&, ~18!

e2~m1 ,m2 ;m18 ,m28!5^m2 ,m1uh(2)um18 ,m28&.

The last two expressions are the intramonomer~i.e., e1),
and intermonomer~i.e.,e2), matrix elements in the monome
basis, which can be computed either analytically or num
cally. For the case of the PPP Hamiltonian, the numbe
these energy matrix elements~18! is huge, and the amount o
analytical computations is numerous. Instead, we have u
numericalexact diagonalization techniques in order to co
pute them numerically once the PPP coupling constants
specified. This numerical coding is divided into two par
~1! We construct the Hilbert space of states for the one-
two-monomer basis. This is done in a binary notation usin
string of bits of length 4 for the one monomers and 8 for
two monomers. In the first half of each string of bits, w
encode the spin-up states, and in the second half we en
the spin downs. We call this representation thetensorial ba-
sis. ~2! We represent numerically the action of the P
Hamiltonian in the tensorial basis. This facilitates the co
putation of the energy matrix elements~18!. Lastly, we per-
form several changes of basis to bring the previous ma
elements to the valence bond basis employed in the va
tional recurrence relations.

The RR@Eq. ~16!# can be iterated to giveEa
N onceEa

1 is
known. Actually, the same is true for Eq.~4!, which gives
the MP statesua&N once ua&1 is given. We shall choose a
initial statesua&1 the lowest states of the monomer Ham
tonianh(1) in the corresponding Hilbert-space sector. Hen
the computation ofEa

1 requires the diagonalization o
e1(m,m8).

Now the procedure goes as follows. Using Eq.~16!, we
find the value ofE1

N for a given set of variational paramete
yj and look for the lowest possible value. This determin
the value of these parameters and correspondingly that o
MP amplitudes. One also finds in this way the value of
GS energy density per monomer in the thermodynamic lim

e`5 lim
N→`

E1
N/N. ~19!
i-
f

ed
-
re
:
d
a
e

de

-
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a-

,

s
he
e
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IV. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we present the GS energies per monomer
tained with the MP method outlined above and the DMR
for the cases~i! U54, V51, 2d50.1,0.3,0.5,1.5 and~ii !
U53, V51.2, 2d50.1,0.3,0.5,1.5. For small dimerization
the relative error of the MP results as compared with
DMRG is around 4%, while for strong dimerization it i
around 2%.

In Fig. 2 we plot the absolute value of the 20 amplitud
xi described in Table III for weak dimerization (d50.05)
and strong dimerization (d50.75) and couplingsU53,V
51.2 in both cases. It is clear from Fig. 2 that for stro
dimerization the MP state is very close to the Simpson s
for the most important amplitudes arex1 , x2 , x8, andx17.
For weak dimerization we observe a transfer of weight fro
these parameters to the remaining ones which show tha

FIG. 1. Ground-state energies per site using the matrix prod
ansatz~open square! compared with DMRG results~solid crosses!
plotted against the degree of dimerization of the polymer chain
for several values of the PPP parametersU andV in Eq. ~13!.

FIG. 2. Absolute value of the 20 independent variational para
eters used in the matrix product ansatz using six block bulk sta
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charge transfer excitations begin to play a more import
role. This is especially clear in the behavior ofx4 that in-
volves the monomer configurations (s↑1↑s),(s↓
1↓s),(3↑2↑3),(3↓2↓3), which are the typical loca
charge-transfer configurations appearing in the GS. On
contrary, the parameterx5 remains very small showing tha
the monomer configurations (s↑2↑s),(s↓2↓s),(3↑
1↑3),(3↓1↓3) are very unlikely in the GS.

These results are encouraging since they show that
MP approach gives a reasonable representation of the G
the conjugated polymers in terms of a small number of va
tional parameters. They also show the possible impro
ments that can be achieved by first rejecting those mono
configurations which have small weight in the GS. O
could also include blocks with spin 1 and singlet blocks w
degeneracy. The latter type of blocks is needed in orde
discuss the interesting crossing between the energy le
11Bu

2 and 21Ag
1 .20

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper represents an attempt to generate a MP an
of the GS of conjugated polymers. Our results are rat
encouraging since they show that we can obtain new insi
c-
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and good numerical accuracy by improving the ansatz. U
like other variational methods, the MPM allows for a sy
tematic improvement, becoming eventually exact wh
keeping a sufficient number of block states. Of course, in
latter case the method becomes equivalent to the DM
one.21 The usefulness of the MPM thus lies in a certain co
promise between the desired numerical accuracy and
physical insight usually associated with the analytic nature
the method. The MPM also demands much less compu
effort, an aspect which is certainly non-negligible.
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